(ueens
SU student
KimBlackburn
portrays Queen
Nefertiti during

a program

honoring past

African royalty.

The
sponsored by the
Black Student
Union, was part
of Black History
Month and used
dress and other
symbols of

History Month
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In the beginning...
An English professor is
named HSU’s outstanding
professor for 1992. Page
13.

A scientist comes to HSU and
blasphemes some of the sacred
cows of evolutionary theory.
Page 11.

continues
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week. See related
stories on pages
13 and 21.
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Local farmer says
Clam Beach campers
don't want to work.
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Inspiration.
Page 5.
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COMMUNITY
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Interfaith fellowship, celebrating its first

uses music to promote diversity and unity. Page 9.

Il

Danny DeVito's "Hoffa” is a confused and disjointed look at the
life of the famous labor leader. Page16.

17

SPORTS
wi Six words a mother hates to hear — "Mom, | joined the rugby
team.” Page 17.

EprroriAL/ OPINION

20

on , vented spleen and effrontery
of vainglory
@ The usual collecti
s Page 20.
the editor.
in lettoter
ral The Lumberjack's endorsement for the March 2 special election

to fill Sen. Keene's vacated seat. Page 21.

ia
it was reported that the HSU football team
In the Feb. 17 issue
ly Related Activities fees. The
Instructional
from
$64,000
received

team actually received $84,000 from IRA. In the same issue, the

—

Gospel Choir was referred to as the Inner Faith Gospel

and any confusion they may
The Lumberjack regrets the errors
have caused.

STAY WARM, STAY OUTSIDE
The Synchilla’ Snap-T is a Patagonia
staple. Original (11-0z.) Synchilla
pile is an excellent insulation
layer: it’s exceedingly warm
for its weight, and it’s quick
to dry. Modified Y-Joint™
sleeves keep the waist down
when your arms go up.

Nylon Lycra® trim at the
cuffs and hem dries quickly.

1563 G STREET
NORTHTOWN ARCATA
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Coloredshirts
mark violence

Group fights for faculty diversity

toward women

By Dioscoro R. Recio

Rise Above Cutsin Education,
a newly formed student group,

Victims of violence will have a
chance to air their dirty laundry
when the Clothesline: Project
goes on display March 8.
The project is a collection of

Chairman Mark Shaffer. “It’s

“Wecan’tafford to let her go,”

R.A.C.E.

member

and

MEChA (the Latino student
movement) Chairman Jose

Villegas. “We identify with her.

We need her.”

Mime gr said he remains optimistic. R.A.C.E.,
which has gathered more than 300 supportive
student and faculty signatures,
plans to meet with HSU President Alistair McCrone and all
concerned parties in April.
Gonzalez, in her fourth semester at HSU, teaches in the foreign
languages, ethnic studies and

women’s studies departments.
When projected cutbacks set

in next fall, many short-term,
constricted positions will be in
jeopardy, including Gonzalez’s.
Professors with tenure have protection, according to the faculty

because they are lesbians; black
stands for victims of gang rape;
and white is for women killed by
their husbands or boyfriends.
“I'm hoping the people who
make shirts will have achance to

union contract.

Dean of the college of arts and
humanities Ron Young will be
working with a 7.5 percent budget decrease next year and said it
is too early to assess Gonzalez’s

heal through this,” Minch said.
for

Gonzalez.
She is one of only two fulb
time Mexican-American profes-

said

women who have beenassaulted

826-4965

ing work.”

sors at HSU.

people or theirexperiences,”
said
Alli Minch, coordinator of the
Clothesline Project and co-director of No Means No.
Red and pink shirts signify
victims of rape or sexual assault;
brown and yellow stand for battered women and survivors of
domestic violence; blue and
green represent survivors of
child molestation or incest;
purple and lavender signify

Call

isspearheading
the fight to main-

tain the faculty position of Maria

decorated, color-coded T-shirts,
each representing a different
form of abuse. It is sponsored by
No Means No, Youth Educational Services, the Women’s
Center, the HSU music and art
departments, the Women
Reader’s Bookshop and members of the community.
“It’s representative of the

more

informaion.

status.

— Kirsten Frickle

“We have a shared interest in
keeping her,” Young said. “But,
if we are not able to offer her a
contract, someone as effective as
Maria will have no trouble find“It would be a tragedy to lose

her,” said foriegn

languages

good to have role models. The
university recruits for minority
students, but has a predomi-

nantly European staff in an iso-

lated area.”
Gonzalez’s position was in
jeopardy last fall, but due to juggling efforts by Shaffer and ethnic studies Chairman Nathan
Smith her job was retained.
She said she appreciates the
support she has received from
students, faculty and staff.
“The whole situation is very
difficult,”
Gonzalez said. “Icame
here knowing that it was a only
a temporary position. I see there
isa great need for me tobe at this
university.”
“We're going to fight union
licy if we have to,” Villegas

said. “I understand about the
‘last one hired and first one fired,’
but the last ones that are hired
are the minorities.”
Minority students met with
McCrone last-semester to discuss diversity on campus, and

the HSU

president assured

Villegas and others he would do
everything he could to promote
ethnic diversity.

CSU general fund revenue
continues downward slide

DAVID KLEINPETEFY THE LUMBERJACK

A new student organization has gathered more than
signatures in support of keeping Maria Gonzales at HSU.

Resource center offers
services cut elsewhere
By David Link
CUMBERJACK STAFF

Students at HSU still have a place to go

for counseling services despite budget

Percent of state revenue allocated to CSU system

cuts thanks toa new resource center which

SF

opened this semester.

+
3

The Peer Resource Center will fill the
gaps left by the closure of the Substance

[erst
Budget]
$1699 billon :

Abuse Resource Center and the reduction of staff and services of HSU’s Coun-

seling and Psychological Services, said
Shellye Howard, director of the PRC.
“In the midst of all the budget cuts,
what we found is that we really needed a
center designed specifically to meet the
needs of students,” said Howard.
The services the Peer Resource Center
offers are rape prevention education,
AIDS/HIV education, substance abuse
counseling and referral, and peer counseling. All of these services are free, pri-

vate and confidential, Howard said.
The academic advisor of the center is
teacher preparation Assistant Professor
Ann Diver-Stamnes. There are also six

student directors:

|

SOURCE.

Theresa Singh, psy-

chologyjunior; Monica Wilcoxen, speech
communication junior; Emily Butchers,

0+

social work student Peter Winscott, Psy-

The

Calfornia

State

University,

offtce

Of

he

CREA CO

NO

chology junior; Robert Cattolica, a speJOHN KIFFME YERY THE LUMBERJACK

300

cial major sophomore with an emphisis
in chemistry, and Alli Minch, a graduate
student in single subject credentialing.

In addition, the center has about 50
student volunteers, all of whom have
received extensive training and have
passed a written and oral exam, Howard
said.
Wilcoxen said she anticipates helping
many new students who live on campus.
“We expect that most will be students
from the dorms, because of the pressures
of starting college and moving away from
home for the first time.”
Howard said the center has many
organizatons to refer students to who
have problems that are inappropriate for
peer counselers, problems such as drug
abuse and eating disorders. They will be
referred to private organizations, such as
Alcoholics Anonymous and Overeaters
Anonymous, Howard said.
“If there is a crisis that comes in, we
could also use the Health Center’s crisis
intervention team,” Howard said.
The Peer Resource Center is located in
Nelson Hall West, room 128. There are
two volunteers on duty at a time, and the
office is open Monday through Friday
from noon to 4 p.m. for walk-in counseling.

If the office hours are not convienient,

students can set up an appointment to
meet with a counselor, Howard said.

Howard also said that classroom pre-

sentations can be arranged for professors
who are interested.
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taken for rabies inspection after
a student was bitten Monday
outside Fern Hall.
Sgt. Ray Fagot of the University Police Department warns
students not to pet “wild cats
hanging around the dumpsters”
until the other cats are caught.

-
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Students
News from the Associated
The Associated Students
have been extremely active
this year, and have passed
eight resolutions designed
to advance the cause of students on campus, and to respond to their wishes.
hese resolutions have:
- expressed student concerns
over a proposed timber harvest plan on private land
adjascent to HSU.
- requested that A.S. pro-

@ Pete Villarreal, a local transient, was warned of university
regulations and sent away Saturday afternoon after allegedly
taking a shower without authorization in the Forbes Complex
men’s locker room.
@ A radio was stolen from a car
parked near the tennis courts
between Thursday at 2 p.m. and
Friday at 10 a.m.
@ A Makita cordless drill valued at $150 was stolen Thursday
from Cypress Hall.
—Peter Finegan

|
{

Fisheries graduate student Quian-Li Xue and

presentation on the fecundity of female crabs.

Speakers focus on environmental issues

By Frank Mina
LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU’s 10th Annual Conference on Environmental Systems
and Natural Resources Saturday

where possible.

- stated the desire of the
A.S. that the library display
cases maintain open access

to student displays.
- Asked that the suspension
of after-dark parking fees
be made permanent, to improve safety on campus.
- Allowed for the students

to vote and express their
opinion on HSU's mascot in
the Spring General election.
- Allowed for the students
to vote on the percentage
funding
received
by
Intercollegiate Athletics
from the Instructionally
Related Activities Board.

Associated 7
Students
Zt

faculty and graduate student
speakers and 11 environmental

“Don’t just walk down a dark

alley. With some people it’s the
population that’s the whole

He presented his topic with an

SCREENPRINTING I
Mon.-Sat. 10a.m.-5p.m.

822-6838
Sunny Brae Center

Arcata

Large selection of personalized
gifts.

Custom Printed Garments for Ciubs-

We will match any competitor’s price!
an

equation titled “Truth,” which
said carbon-dioxide production
is equal to three factors: carbon
dioxide produced per watt of

problem.”

Burt Hoyle,astudentenrolled

in HSU’s Over-Sixty

Program

which allows people over 60 to

energy used, watts of energy

take classes for $3 per semester,
said, “I'd have to say (this year’s

used per person and population.
Stepp said in order to decrease
the amount of carbon dioxide
produced we need to decrease
the numbers within each factor.
The first factor can be reduced
by using alternative energy. The
second factor, which he called
“the lifestyle number,” is reduced by conserving energy.
“If you start being careful with

conference

is) mediocre.

On Puchases of Accessories or

ee

Repairs, With Student I.D.

OFU
SHOP
Delicatessen

Ride the bus or

drive your bike,
run, walk,

skateboard or
crawl in; we don’t

care, just don’t

use a car to get

here and we'll

appreciate it
enough to
additional

give an
5% off!

‘Drunken driving
is dumb.
Don't do it.

Last

year’s was outstanding with the
Mad River and earthquake situations.
“The level of the presentations
with the statistics and mathematics is not attracting the man off
the street. You need to have a
background in this.”

10% Discount

and let us hear your views.

This advertisment
has been funded by the

The third: factor deals with
population, which Stepp said is
the hardest term to control.
“By all means discuss these
things,” hesaid, “but realize they
all have scientific, political, moral
and ethical issues.

The conference showcased 13

Physics Professor Richard
Stepp lectured on the way carbon dioxide production should
be discussed.

...Drop in your A.S. office

A.S. is currently in the process of deciding the budget
for A.S. funded programs
for '93- '94, if you have
comments or suggetsions’ as
to how funding should be
divided call 826-422 1...your
input is encouraged.

energy,” he said, “then you start
informed students of topics ranging from spotted-owl habitats to ’ being aware of energy and you
can reduce these two other terms.
measuring particle pollution.

issues.

grams and student organi-

zations use re-used paper

fisheries Professor Dave Hankin

2811 F Street «e Eureka ¢ 443-9861
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Professor turns limitation into inspiration
By Gini Berquist
CUMBERJACK STAFF

he would like to see more diver-

they weren't ‘college material.’”
Price is also very interested in

Inspiration, for art Professor

studying African art. He is trying to find the answers to the

Leslie Price, came in the form of

cosmology and philosophy. of

a medical problem.
“I had an asthma attack,” he
said. “I could look out the window and see all my buddies
playing and I was in bed.”
The nurse gave him some art
supplies and Price found an interest in art.
Price, 47, was born in Bronx,
N.Y., and attended
an art high
school and a school of visual arts
in New York.
“I tried painting,” he said. “I
think what kept me there was
the sense that I was accepted for
what I was. felt very, very comfortable.”
Being black does have some
effect on his work, Price said. For

African art.

“I’m trying to demystify it for
myself,” he said.
Price was always interested in
teaching, but he did not know he
would end up teaching college
students, he said. He tried teaching elementary school children

and did not like it.

He discovered he only needed

a master of fine arts degree to
teach in college. He earned the
degree and then taught at three
junior colleges in the San Francisco Bay area before coming to

HSU in 1972.
Of all the classes he teaches,
Price enjoys working with his
beginning painting classes the

example, he met some opposi-

most.

tion in
wanted
“The
school,
he said.
“She

“I like watching people not
being able to do something and
then discovering they can doit,”
he said.
Even though he likes HSU and
the surrounding area, Price said

high school when he
to go on to college.
counselor at my high
she was kind of racist,”
told all the black kids

sity on the HSU staff and in the
curriculum.
.
“I think I would like to see
more ethnic faculty,” he said. “I

think it would make the univer-

sity a much better situation for
all the students.”
He said the university should
offer courses that acknowledge
and teach about diverse cultures.
Aside from teaching at HSU,
Price also teaches painting and
drawing at Pelican Bay State
Prison.
“It has been a learning experience,” he said. “It’s challenging.
I think the challenging part is
teaching in that environment,
and also discovering the people
there are just like me and you.”
Price recently held an exhibit
in the Reese Bullen Gallery.
His work featured large canvasses of oil painting and charcoal. The exhibit ended last
Wednesday.
As for working on both his
personal art and that of his teaching, Price feels the two balance
each other out.

PHILIP PRIDMORE- BROWN/ THE LUMBERJACK
“I don’t know if I could be a
full-time artist,” he said. “Being
an artist is a solitary endeavor.

CREATIVE
CUTTING & STYLING

Cut Al bove
H

Teaching provides the opportunity to be around people and to
share ideas.”

A HAIR SALON FOR MEN AND WOMEN

$5 OFF ANY LITER
OF SHAMPOO!!!

VIDEO

“Watch the Stars Come Out”’

College students are in

ALEAGUE
OF THEIR OWN. They

SEWING IS LOVE...
FROM YOVR HANDS
AND

EVERY

put on their SNEAKERS so they can
make a RAPID FIRE start in the
COOL WORLD to make MO' MONEY
and maybe have a HONEY MOON IN

HBART...

DAY.
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11-9 p.m. / Sun.

12-7 p.m.

Valley West Shopping

Center

Arcata * 822-4507
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-

doors

from
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from
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library shelves in order to keep

Programs bring children

Campus clips

nity support, through sponsor-

By Eric Souza
TUMBERJACK STAFF

A Catholic Student Organization

Mass 5:30 p.m.

at Lutheran Church

lies will be going to Marine

World-Africa USA in Vallejo this
spring with Youth Educational
Services programs Friends Together and Hand-n-Hand.

Eighty-eight volunteers and
children 7-13 years old will be

Gut How

going from April 30 to May 2.
The trip is called The Big Show,

Natwest Resources | ovens fe

and it’sexpected tocost the Y.E.S.
rograms up to $5,000, said

a

}

and-n-Hand co-directors Nina

iam

7

a
YOURE SF!
aT)

Potash and Peter Radlick.
Fundraisers including car
= washes, bake sales and a penny
drive are making up some of the
money needed for the trip. Other
funds are coming from commu-

Alaska Summer

Jobs

Spend the Summer working in
Danali National Park

ARA Danail Park Hotels will be on
Serra

Recruiting date:

Sign up now at:

er Sr

aanner

Feb. 26, 1993

Career Development Center,
Nelson Hall West

Equal opportunity employer

got
N or Medical Group & Counseling
,

¢ Family Planning
¢ Counseling for men-women-children
¢ Family Medicine

fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal
“JUST

785
18th Street
THE FOOTBRIDGE”
OVER
Hours: M-F 8am to Spm
822- 2481

GRADUATION
WRITING
PROFICIENCY
EXAMINATION
Will be given

MARCH

20

Registration Deadline:

FEBRUARY

26

At the Testing Center

153 Student and Business Services Bldg.
Students eligible after completion of:
1. GO semester units (junior standing)
2. English 100 or equivalent
This is the last exam of the semester!

pizza parlor tomorrow from 6 to
9 p.m., with 20 percent of pizza

Library plans
strategy sessions

sales are being donated for the
trip.
“We're doing all this massive
fundraising,” Radlick said. “The
kids are doing the fundraising,
too, so they'll get a sense of how
much work it takes to put something like this on.”
Friends Together,a Y.E.S. program since 1969, matches student volunteers with a little

come area.
The pairs usually get together
at least once a week, and some
have gone camping, had picnics
and made day tripsinland tothe
snow, to Willow Creek and to
the Oregon Caves. More common activities are trips to the
mall, or going to the movies.
Hand-n-Hand provides afterschool and weekend activities
for children of low-income families. Activities include doing arts
and crafts, holding discussion
groups and outdoor activities
designed to promote knowledge

HSU’s Library and Media Ser-

vices has scheduled three strate-

gic-planning sessions to aid the
library in preparing for its fu-

ture.
HSU vice presidents, deans

-

Because of the sale’s popularity, it has turned into an annual

event, where in the past it has
occurred every two to three
years, she said.

History Day held
Nearly 150 school children
will
participate in the 12th Annual
History Day at HSU Saturday.

colleges, as well as the role of the
library, will be discussed.
Everyoneiswelcome toattend
the three strategic-planning panels starting Tuesday and continuing on Friday, March 9, and
Tuesday, March 16.
For more information call 826-

This year’s theme, “Communications in History: A Key to
Understanding,” will allow students to examine how communication has influenced and
transformed history.
The competition will include
history papers, projects, dramatic performances and media

The role of their divisions and

3416.

presentations, stated Delores

Book sale today

and the group will stay in the
Sonoma State University Gymnasium.

books have been taken from the

The trip will be made by bus,

The money from the sale will
be used to purchase new books,
Hall said.

and computing staff will share
views of the university’s future.

Students and community
members have a chance to expand their personal libraries today for only a couple of dollars.
The HSU Library will hold a
book sale today from 7:30a.m. to
7:30 p.m. in the library lobby.

of the environment

Aquisitions Librarian Valerie

10 for two dollars.

will be held at Michelanjelo’s

brother or sister from a low-in-

current,

and maps are a quarter each or

ship of a child. A pizza party

Children of low-income fami-

collection

Hall said. Donated books will
also be included in the sale.
Hard-bound books are one
dollar, paperbacks are 50 cents,

together for ‘Big Show’
HSU NEWMAN

the

Approximately

5,000 old

McBroome, assistant professor
of history in a press release.

First and second place winnersin thejunior division (grades

six through 12) are eligible to
compete in state-wide competitions in Sacramento.

Admission is free. Call 8263641 for more information.
—Liz Neely

Homeless

@ Some homeless advocates say
mental illness may be to blame for
the campers’ refusal to work.
By Dawn Hobbs

TOMBERJACK STAFF

Although many homeless said they wanted work
when they first moved to the Clam Beach encampment,
ee
to work for fear of losing their government
or because of severe mental

Randy Patrick, co-owner and
Farms, walked

of Pa-Ku-Mi

t earlier this

month and offered jobs picking flowers at his

Others may be psychologically incapable of working,
Anderson said, adding

County
Humboldt County
les inif Humboldt
are severely mentally ill

know
to
that aie of these people

Sam Stanson, Eureka

the 4th District will be the same.

included
will beict
—_—Therest of the distr

and disappointed in Thompson for “de-

nel

A lawsuit filed against Sen. Mike Thhis positioninthecama
Po myo
paign for the 2nd District senatorial seat
Thursday

without ruling.

a RepubliMichael Gabriel,
cancandidate for the seat, filed
of
oe

the 4th District.
le he
“Thompson talked to the
currently represents and they told him
that he needed to run for the 2nd District

Ruben Botello

to the Califor -

rding in

nia State Constitution, candidates must

live in the district for one year before they

can run for office,” said Arcata resident

Ruben Botello, also a candidate for the

"Thom

in District four

he would sg feb be repre-

whether Thompson's actions
™
arn

lives in St. Helena located

Gon

“We can’t add additional personnel or resources to

otect an illegal campground when there are people

iving in other areas of the county that don’t have
protection,” Farmer said.

fill the state Senate seat vacated by Barry Keene. In
alphabetical order, they are:

Phil Baldwin, Peace and Freedom Party — Ukiah:

Baldwin, 45, is a high school teacher. He favors income tax increases on
California's wealthiest citizens and the right of cities and counties to levy
income taxes by simple majority vote. He supports public financing of

elections and proportional representation.

Ruben Botello, Democrat — Arcata:

Botello
is a 45-yea r-old who has worked as a homeless advocate. He favors
job creation through tourism, port development and hemp agriciculture. He
ini

Michael Gabriel, Republican — Ukiah:

that Thompson is

niedthe

¢to hear the case

, La
—i

.

"

“Career politicians have been able to
of
in differe
the fence

“T
said. “I’m
fore,”Botello said.
ey
the district before,”

discouraged that it is allowed to hap-

PreWe always

it to be thrown

out,” Wieland said: “It was

campaign and gecko

able to run for the 2nd District position she

-

gambling in parts of
sentitg his home town,” | Gabriel, 39, is an attorney who advocates legaljob creation
over tax
Courtde. | Cillifomia as a way to create jobs, and favors
Me oe

to

increases as the way to cut the deficit.

Willits:
ican —ees
:
Margie Handley, Republ

the rea sues,

oe

ee

in Calitomia and
Handley, 53, says regulations are inhibiting job creation
also supports the

;

advocates a moratorium on new regulations. She

elimination of political action committees to encourage grassroots

campaigns

| Mike Thompson, Democrat — Vallejo:

qmalbushes es,
Thompson's, campaignmanager gripremand had no legal foundation, | July.

in the 4th District.
cee

“preferential treatment,” he said.

creation of new

.
he stayed

no ruling on

brought up inthe future, he

hands,” Farmer said.
There are many rural areas in the county that want
increased police patrol and Stanson should not get

36, is a prison administrator who favors spending cuts over tax
he run
could | Clift, 10,
He wants the state to facilitate
aye wet
ae
wee
continue to represent the sare
business.
industries

was not enough time before
the electi

ne

ating a problem,it doesn’t
allow other citizens to take
the law into their own

eo

eae

There a

lowing people to stay
there illegally and are cre-

KATHY ANDERSON
homeless advocate

“We got 4,000 signatures to | = , spending and a defici-based economy are at the root of the
on the ballot,”
t Thom
Gary Clift, Republican — Stockton:
ta ng

seat,” Wieland said.

yeep

ae hye

oak ae cae

in

during his term

Barry Keene for resigning

Anna Moore

was d

With the new lines only 23 percent of

Botello said he was pene

(Stanson) parents are al-

Six pe ople are on the ballot for the March 2 special election to

because of the new district lines which
will take effect in 1994.

in the 2nd District, Wieland said.

“Just because Sam’s

Special election previelv

to disqualify Thompson

election.

=

legitimately ill.”

ing,” he said.

Lack of time halts efforts

special

his office
armer said
“does not ‘condone acts of

people

of these

ferent from when he allowed the homeless to
move there after eviction
from the Arcata Community Forest last September.
“Earlier, the kids were from abused families,” Stanson
said. “But they had good minds and escaped from their
bad backgrounds.”
“What's left is (the people) with bad backgrounds
and os ad erste —some should probably be institutionalized and some are totally incapable of work-

“The majority of the people that we talked to would
not be capable of doing a day’s work,” Patrick said,
adding it is too easy for them to get government money
and they have no incentive to work.
“A lot of people are down here because they can’t
work,” camper Art Cruilt said.

i

some

ager of his parents’ property, said the crowd is dif-

Not capable

i

County Di Dist County
“ftrictHumboldt
Attorney Terry

People need to know that

land developer and man-

encampment again.

Gabriel fights to keep the
senator out of Tuesday’S

«

the streetsg are walking on the streets are
walonkin

“We had all the work they wanted for two or three
weeks,” Patrick said, adding the unseasonably warm
weather earlier this month caused him to lose 150,000
daffodils because he couldn’t find enough people to
pick them.
“Only one man from Clam Beach came up to work
and that was on the last day we picked,” he said.
Patrick said he would not offer jobs to people at the

@ Republican Michael

Bad attitude
“All of them are getting tired of ne Sverre th he
they're going to
said. “If you kick someone too much,
get a bad attitude.”
Stanson said he has asked the California Highway
Patrol and the Sheriff's Department to patrol the area
because of violent attacks.
He said the agencies won’t protect these people because they want them out

dinator for Arcata House, Arcata’s homeless shelter.

@

and some wouldn’teven
to him, he said.

s have moved to warmer .
A lot of the original cam
or to a safer place because of violence
climates
ranand
brick-throwing
including
them,
against
ated
dom gun shooting, Stanson said.

lem hereis that we want work but
we have
problems that make us unemployable,” Cruilt said.
Some campers said they wanted work but Patrick
asked for identification, which
no one had.
Others said they didn’t want work because any income would affect the benefit amount of their Social
Security or General Relief checks.
Many times people will apply for General Relief and
find thatif they work for a couple of weeks their benefits
willbe lowered the foll
month, said Kathy Anderson, director of Arcata Food
Endeavor and shelter coor-

lems.

the encam

ee
oe flower farm.
otasingle
a
come out
ts cunt

rn down employment

tu

is a 42-year-old state senator. He advocates loan guarantees for

review0

reform. He would also retain the

and worker's compensation

sales tax which is due to expire in
J. WATERG/THE LUMBERJACK
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Nothing dentured, nothing gained

Excellent
Service

Excellent
Prices

services.

On-Site Repale, Upgrade, and System Design

The price for major dental
work varies from mouth to
mouth, but the cost for a dental exam, teeth cleaning and
X-rays in Arcata was found to
vary greatly.
The Humboldt Open Door
Clinic, 770 10th St., charges
dental fees on a sliding scale
based on the patient’s
monthly income.

826-1579

A person whoearns zero to

$568 a month is charged $24
for a diagnostic exam.

A teeth cleaning would cost
the same person $30. A full
set of 14 X-rays cost $45.
Someone who earns $569 to
$1,135 a month is charged $27
for an exam, $40 for a cleaning and $51 for a full set of Xrays.
Anyone earning more than
$1,136 a month is charged $32
for an exam, $50 for a cleaning, and $60 for X-rays.
Peter W. Ball, 1019 10th St.,
s dental exam,
charge
$18 fora
$50 for an exam and teeth

addist
and each
X-ray,ir
for four _ thef

$21

bitewing X-rays or $34 for a full

tional one costs $6.

‘An exam and teeth cleaning
costs $52 at Dee W. Medley’s
office, 1017 10th St.
An exam without a teeth
cleaning costs

for a
1225
costs
price

Mark A. Hise charges $32

mouth series of X-rays.

checkup at his office at
B St. A teeth cleaning
$62, which is the same
as a full set of X-rays.
Four bitewings cost

Four

$25.

bitewing Xrays costs $40
and a full set
costs $74.
dental

A

exam at Richard E. Benoit’s
1492 H St. office costs $25 or
$72 including a

$34.
A full set
of X-rays
- a den-

j

tal

$50 for a

for an exam and

teeth cleaning.
A dental exam including
four bitewings costs $35 at

without an exam.
One X-ray costs$15at Benoit’s
office and four bitewings cost
A full-mouth series costs

John A. Bennett's office at

$60.
A checkup for first-time patients at Tom Lewis’ 950 I St.
office costs $35, but regular peri-

bitewing X-ray costs $10.
An exam and cleaning

$32.

1369 G St.

Each additional

costs $67

and

if someone

wishes to have their teeth

odic exams are $25.

Lewis charges $59 for a teeth
cleaning.

cleaned

without

an exam,

Bennett charges $42.
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9p.m. to midnight

Long-necks $1.50

Vaiea

Domestic

Bud, Bud Light, Miller, Miller Light, Coors

=

|[Mon.-Sat.

HOUR

1p.m.

to 3p.m.

Sierra Nevada & Foghorn
99¢ glass ¢ $1.75 pint
FREE

GARLIC
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Gas
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Shots of Schnapps $1.50
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Bars to Breakfast
SATURDAY

After Hours
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Whalers ¢ Bacardi « Myers

$2.00

1/2 Liter New Orleans Hurricanes

$2.75

of the week: Stroh’s $1.50 « bottle gam,
Beer y,
_ent
Drink
of the week: Midori $2.00

Private Parties Available

Regular hours: Mon. - Fri. 7a.m. to 3p.m.
Sat. & Sun.: 8a.m. to 3p.m.

°1057 H Street ° Arcata ° 822-4650 ¢

Bena

Strawberry Daiquiris & Pina Coladas $2.00

(with purchase of beer)

Breakfast served until 3p.m. daily

ae

THURSDAY SPECIAL
9p.m. to midnight
area

FRIES!

865 9th Street
nae
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We roast it ourselves.
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cleaning

Se.

organic coffees.

exam and $45 for an exam
;
with a
charge for
$20
a
is
There

SD?

selection of gourmet and

dental exam and $16 for subsequent check-ups.
$52 for a teeth
La

St., charges $32 for a dental

Rd., charges $31 for an initial
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you’ll love our wide

$75.
Ronald Barsanti, at 991 10th

4

If you like coffee,

ESOS
GS SeTV
ay Oats

*

-555

Bay Coffee Company] .

Raymond A. Lacy, whosedenat 791 Bayside
tal office is located

oon

<4]

anda full set of X-rays costs

X-rays.

For students wishing to
avoid a major cavity in their
k after visiting the
dentist this semester, The
Lumberjack has a
the cost of some basic dental

Macintogle

Four bitewings cost $30

cleaning and $24 for standard

By Auriana Koutnik
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Local fellowship unites all faiths
@ Soulful gospel
choir draws people
of all backgrounds.

Discover what's \\

new at Kinko's.

By DioscoroR. Recio

If trying to find a scanner
when you need one is
putting a drag on your
plans for a class project,
come into Kinko's.

Mix politics with social issues
and stir a little humor into a
diverse group of
people. Blend
that into a soul
gospel choir
and viola— you
get the multicultural interfaith fellowship.
“It’s a place where soci
(can) come and not feel formal,”
said Arcata resident Halimah
Collingwood. “It’s nota church,
but a place in the community
where people can come and
share. The only doctrine is for

You can have your original
scanned while you wait!

scanning
$5.00 per page onto
your disk.

he seg to have love in their
earts.”

The fellowship, which celebrates its first birthday in May,
was the brainchild of HSU ethnic studies department Chair
Nathan Smith and sociology
Professor Caleb Rosado.
“We don’t discriminate against religious beliefs,age, sexuality, race or gender,” Smith
said. “I believe that no matter
what faith you believe in, all
roads lead to the center.”
Although the fellowship
meets in Arcata’s First Presbyte-

rianChurch
at 11thand G streets
each Saturday at 10a.m., there is
SAS

Rashes

RSG

Re

ns

RU

Snes

A

AURIANA KOUTNIV/THE LUMBERJACK

HSU music Professor Lourin Plant directs members of a multicultural choir. The fellowship

meets Saturdays at the Presbyterian church but doesn't discriminate against religious beliefs.

different backgrounds together.”
Smith said gospel’s roots were
implanted by black slaves who
sang to keep their sanity and the
vocal literature is a form of oral
black history.
The. choir
rmed_renditions of Ben E. King’s “Lean On
Me” and the Doobie Brothers’
“Jesus is Just Alright” last week.
A moving vocal solo of
Mahalia Jackson’s “Gospel

rarely a reference or opening of
the Bible.

Instead, the heart of the group

is its 20-member soulful choir,

directed by HSU music Professor Lourin Plant.
“The music makes us feel ac-

wr

0 and together,” said natu-

resources senior Julia Scott.
“It’s a release that has collective
historical relevance and we use

it as a tool to bring people from
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©-STUMPJUMPER
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1993 SPETIALIZED. Bicycles Are
Lighter - Faster - Race
Proven

SPEDIALIZED.

We oldventures Jelas

Plow” was turned in by Mark
Weston.

°*

The group also prides itself on
its non-structured atmosphere.
It encourages members to coor-

dinate each
gathering, stir
thought-provoking conversation and share experiences.
Sometimes members just say,
“OK, let's sing a song.”

Open 7 Days
822-8712
16th & G St. - Arcata
445-3334
5th
& V St. - Eureka

See Fellowship, page 10
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Bald eagle found dead

Fellowship

on Mad River Beach

Tiwe(-@ )RAEs
Earlier this month local resi-

dent Loyd “Cacoon” Reece, an
African- American, was invited
to speak in honor of Black His-

Tackle Shop & Guide Service

cal outlook on today’s reality.

lems have
ems exist
human prior-

He said all
solutions, and
because they lack
ity.

Technology

;

and wiodoenhs

that technology and wisdom has
not solved,” he said.
“Unless you make it your

priority, these

lems will

you take
always be here.
— aget
avacation, go to Americ
right
to
home
come
—
in touch
here.”
es are posiReece said s
ences
tiveeducational
somethem
t
withou
e
becaus
=
missing.
e are all so different,”he
said.
“Go to other communities
and get involved in their life in
a true sense. You can listen to
music or eat certain food, but
until you become their friends,
family, lovers, children, will you
understand?” he said.
:
everyto
Fellowship is open
one and the choir is looking for
soprano vocalists.

Rod blanks
& rod building components
ra

repair
© Guide service

Corner of 8th & J St.s
Arcata (behind the Co-op)
Mon.-Fri. 11-6 ¢ Sat. 10-5

822.3331
Fishing Information

High Quality Bulk
Herbs, Spices & Teas

|

also featuring:
eCandles & Incense
eNatural shampoos,

OPEN
DAILY
B22-4269
Arcat.
St.
941H

re in
To many Americans the bald eagle, the largest rapto e

natur
North America, is a symbol of the awesome strengthalof speci
es
anim
many
of
as well as the precarious existence
under the overwhelming

rule of humans.

For the first time in his life
Arcata resident Eric Klepl
experienced a bald eagle up

close three weeks age while

beach-combingat Mad River
Beach.
Unfortunately for Klepl,
he did not know the bird he
was viewing was a bald
t of
until a
i
Fish and Game official went
- to the beach
and positively
identified it. The bird was
dead.
Klep! knew the bird had
been tampered with.
“I looked for the head, but
it was gone,” said Klepl, a
sales manager at Eureka Of-

“| looked for
the head, but
it was gone ...
the legs were
cut off at the
joint.”
ERIC KLEPL
Arcata resident

fice Supply. “I also noticed that the legs were cut off at the
joint.”
In fact, the only recognizable characteristic of the bird, other

than its seven-foot wing span, was a thin white collar around
the neck where the head once had been, Klep! said.
“It was nothing more than a humped-over mound pathetically displayed on the beach,” Klep! said.
e Department of Fish and Game opened an investigation
into the cause of death and whereabouts of the body parts but
promptly closed it.
Herb Pierce, a Department of Fish and Game official, said as
he sees it, the death of a bird is unlike a human death which
always has some shred of evidence.
“When a bird dies, all you've got is the body,” Pierce said.
“The bird may have come from anywhere up or down the
coast. There are a number of bald eagles that winter in Humboldt County.”

soap & facial care

Lace Weaves
PRE-REGISTRATION
REQUIRED!

By Beau Redstone

eBooks, cards & tapes
eBaskets
eEssential oils & Perfumes
eGift ideas

1068 | Street, Arcata e 822-5296
(between 10th &1 1th)

Monday-Saturday 10-6 e Sunday 11-5

The bird was found by Klep! about a mile south of the Mad
River Beach parking lot. According to Pierce, the bird was
decapitated and also had its talons removed.
Pierce said it is not uncommon to find weak incompetent
bald eagles in Humboldt County, and these birds have a
tendency to get themselves into life-threatening situations.
Pierce said the offense, under federal law, could be either a
misdemeanor or a felony, depending on the motive.

AATIONALLY
AS COMEDY
HOUR. &
3525 JANES RD., ARCATA, TAKE THE GIUNTOLI EXIT, 822-1050
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Campus hatchery imparts valuable skills
By Andrew Hessel

HSU’s fish hatchery

provides

fisheries students with

hands-

listless.
Hendrickson said the hatchery has had “hardly any” disease problems. He said this is
because the students are very
conscientious about hygiene,
which includes disinfecting their
wading boots.
At most hatcheries the boots
remain on the premises. At the
HSU facility, students take them
home.

on experience in one realm of
aquaculture—
growing fish.
“Our focus is the students, not
the fish,” said HSU fisheries Pro-

fessor Gary Hendrickson.
At HSU those fish are coho
salmon and cutthroat, rainbow
and steelhead trout.

Food is also meticulously administered.

Elaborate conception

The fish are fed commercial

Students are involved in the
fishes’ lives from the start.
Salmon and trout won’t spawn
in captivity, so students literally
take the matter in hand, squeezing the fish to release the semen,
called milt, from males and eggs
from females.
Fertilization is accomplished
by stirring the milt and eggs together with a feather. The milt is
then wr off.
The fertilized eggs are put in
trays to incubate and ‘alia clan

food pellets consisting mainly

of herring and menhaden —
types not often eaten by people

in this country. The older fish in

the brood ponds and raceways

are fed twice a day, fingerlings
three times a day and the fry
almost hourly.

The amount of food given to
the fish depends on their size,
how much oxygen is in the water and the water’s temperature.

Students weigh fish and test
the water to determine feeding

five weeks to become fish. For
afiother month, these alevins —

rates, and to measure and pre-

dict growth.

or “sac fry” — eat the yolk and
grow to about an inch long.
The fry are transferred to aluminum troughs in batches ranging from a few hundred to several thousand.
Hatchery Manager Eric
Loudenslager said each of the

CHE!

long concrete channels where fish are kept before they are used for spawning.

crete “raceways,” long channels
holding 9,500 gallons each.
Two-year-old trout are used
for spawning, and are then put
in a “brood pond.”
Water quality is carefully
monitored. The biggest potential problem isammoniabuildu
from decomposition of fis
waste and uneaten food.

10,000 young fish.
The trout grow between threequarters of an inch and one inch
per month.

When three inches long,
they’re called “fingerlings” and
are moved to850-gallon circular
concrete pools.
After a year in the pools, a fish
spends a year in one of two con-

sysiom

HSU’s hatchery is unusual in
thatitrecirculates its water rather
than having a constant flow out

of the system. It’s the first water-recirculating fish hatchery
on any
in the United
States, Hendrickson said.
The

water

comes

from

meee Fern Lake to a redwood
storage tank. From the
tank it flows down to a sum
and then is pumped throug
filters. The filters serve to recycle hatchery watersafter use,
also
All the fish except the sac fry
in the incubator share this water. A fungal infection devel-

Student plans future in fish
By Andrew Hessel

said. “You don’t get the feel of

job in the private sector because

has tended toward

= Havingkepttropical fish since

fish when you're just studying
them all the time.”

HSU fisheries senior Parker

Cores has owned fish, scaled

fish-related jobs.

He's worked

fish, caught fish and canned
fish for the California Fish and Wild— and the relationship contin- lifeDepartment,notingthenum-

ues at the HSU hatchery.
“I’ve aljust
ways

ulture,”

said.

he

As a stu-

emdent
ployee at the

| think we

might produce fish for aquariums.

age

are as yet unsung.
whose merits

“I would love 0 do oar
thing in a herbivore fish,” he
said, naming carp and crayfish

On the planet.

PARKER OGBURN

fisheries student

atchery,

said he

Peas yaad
e stoc
Ogburn

need

diversity

to keep

the age of 15,

| Other fields Ogburn said he’d
like to go into are
reing. He's
search and fish

ee

na

the government is cutting jobs
in the fisheries field.

ber and species of fish caught
and taking
s c al e_

sam -

byfsh,

That’s bie
was appealing in aquac-

TO

Campus hatchery worker and fisheries student Parker Ogburn nets fish in one of the raceways,

two troughs has the capacity for

=

ELA

to

interested in some types of fish

plant-eating candidates.

also worked

_asgo d

one summer

issues like the effect of water

in

Alaska

inacannery
and aboard
fishing

is also interested in

pollution on fish and habitats
,
restoration.
He and his wife, Cori Anne,

Ogburn monitors the equip-

a boat was
boats. That summer

have a 9-month-old daughter,

ment, feeds the fish and assists

lost at sea and all six people

Katalina.

ee
ee
eee
oe
8 a dangerous profession
uable.
siders
he said.
“Thisis kind of a known col- up there,”

diree oo eee
lanet,”
versity on
Sind Ahesabicleovemey de

stead of just pure academia,”he

my lifetime.

I’ve had in
in Decem- ter the opportunity
school, in- = Slated to graduate
lege for a hands-on
ber, Ogburn plans to apply
for a

As a fish gets bigger it produces more and bigger eggs, but

fewer in proportion toits weight.
Eventually it costs too much to
keep the fish for spawning, and
it’s released.

oped in eggs last year while the
incubator was using hatchery
water. Now it draws from the
city water supply, and ultraviolet lights have been installed to
combat infection.

hatchery are released in Klopp
Lake.

Avolding disease

Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary,

The other hatchery waters are
also closely monitored for disease.
One fish ailment watched for
is costia, which causes a mucus
buildup on the gills so the fish
take in less oxygen and become

In a joint project with the City

of Arcata

cutthroats fom the

The lake is part of the Arcata
which utilizes purified waste
water.
Cutthroats are also released
in Stone Lagoon and in Alder

Grove Pond in Arcata.

See Hatchery, page 12

Speakers debate
‘The Beginning’
By Andrew Hessel

TOMBERIACK STAFF

Creationist and biologist Richard Lumsden lambasted evolutio:
before a largely unsympathetic audience at

HSU Friday evening.

“What we can actually observe,” he said, “is devolution.”
Lumsden, chairman of the biology department at the Institute for Creation Research, favors the “creationist” theory of
the originsof
This theory aims to reconcile physical
evidence such as fossils with a literal reading of the Bible.
“As a creationist, I have no problem with the concept of
speciation,” he said.
He contrasted “microevolution”
— variation within narrow

limits, such as different varieties of fruit fly — with “macro-

evolution” creating radically different species.
“The
on is do
turn into
?,” he said.
,
said the
of natural selection, in which

creatures most suited to their environment
thrive and those
in 1835 by creationist Edward

e as evidence of an intelligent
3
that the complexity
Lumsden m asserted
of life rules out its

- See Creation, page 12
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Hatchery
se ag

© Continued from page 11
Rainbows go to Freshwater
Lagoon just south of Orick and
steelhead go to the Mad River.
Loudenslager said in addition
to helping students learn the
techniques of raising
fish, the
hatchery also provides fish for
use in graduate and faculty
projects and undergraduate

of

zoolJni-

e fish are put in water

ae

and d deconchh papers capersan
searc
manding equally pres.
cis
© During the question-and-answer ses-

of fossils) produces the same

ses

dates”

Hesaid the usual margin of

error in determining such

dates is only a few percent.
“Creationism is not really
science at all. It’s religion,” he
said. “They always announce

their talks as presenting evidence for creation, but they
never present any.”

He said Insti-

tute for Creation
Research members must swear
to take the Bible
as “historically

—

sion, HSU zoology

true in the origi-

trating evidence for
evolution on the basis
of fossil skulls.
In an interview

there are “quite
lively” arguments
about the details
of evolution, but

nal autographs.”
Waters.

—
Richarc

nsden)didn’tseemtohave
any understanding of how

evolutionisactually supposed
to work.”

“that’s how

scientists correct each other's
errors,”hesaid. “This free spirit

took questions from the audi-

rather than gradual.
s
erutionof
said theevol
‘Wat
giraffes fromdeer-likeanimals

tookmany small changes over

took place
re,
which
Thelectu
in the HSU science complex, ~
was sponsored by Campus

Crusade

for Christand the ICR.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
a full Macintosh line for all your needs.

You’re not the only
one who’s carrying a lot of

osdlapsllened
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units this semester.
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et ht te ae
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Macintosh Ce 610.

Right now, your Apple Campus Reseller has the most affordable newline offullpower, the Macintosh Centris™610. See these new computers today at your
featured Macintosh® computers ever. There’s the Apple® Macintosh Color
Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pricing, as well as
Classic® - a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh LC Ill, which —_ service during college.* And experience the power of Macintosh The
cuns 50% faster than its top-selling predecessor, the LC Il. And, foreven more — power more college students choose. The power to be your best.®
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm

©1993

, inc.All rights reswved

e

Prices are for HSU students enrolled in at least 6 degree
seeking units, full/part-time Staff, and full/part-time Faculty only. Proof of enrollment or employment is required.

Closed Saturday & Sunday
Phone: 826 - 5830
“Sereccr is anathable
only from Apple Ressders whtch ars Mppls Service Procter

sci-

ence moves ahead.”
“Science progresses because

but a marketable skill.

mm ew 4 bo sell iodine

said

of criticism prunes out error
He said Lumsden arguedas
though the process is sudden _ pretty fast.”

ee

vides not only a good education

classifieds

ethod

later, Waters said,” He

In these ways the fish the
ee
are used .
students
gain a range
aie ieeeeladien,
Hendrickson said the declining economy demands a changteaches applied scienceand pro-

ye _
ago: ‘sbilionsused
to

Professor Jim Waters
showed slides illus-

somes.

in the ’Jack

_aslongalle

bycitingparticularre-

samples as indicators of the waters quality — much as miners
once used canaries to test air for
pollutants.
Genetics students have produced triploids — specimens
with three full sets of chromo-

role for education.

asrecentas10,000yearsagoor

ers,someofwhominterrupted
ng _ his answers.
He responded tochallenges

Fish physiology
classes take
blood tests of fish to learn about
topics such as saltwater adaptation and how fish react to being
handled or other stresses.
Water pollution biology
classes use fish from the hatchto do “bio-assays.”
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Black history month

Poets raise their voices in celebration, anger

Owe
oo

not to move forward”
the

tion for

in eliminating racist beliefs.
some of his
Mathis

own

Ruben

at the recital.

L. Hines, a professor

Black Histo
Month, the
Black
Student Union presented a

at Johnathon C. Smith University in North Carolina, which
Mathis attended, composed

recital of black male poetry
Thursday.
The recital consisted of

several of the poems read at
the recital. His
“For No
Cause” details the cry of racial

poetry written by famous

authors and HSU students
alike. It was divided intofour

sections, with a musical

equality by the black man.

“Why do you seem to hate
§ me?” itreads. “If it is because

I am dirty, I can bathe myself.

interlude between each section
performed by HSU assistant

_... If it is because I am loud, I
can become silent. ... But if it

t. The separate sections

only refer you to the guy who

oe

of music Lourin

is because I am black, I can

dealt with different aspects of | made me.”
life based on —
of
The next aspect of life dealt
the black man
today.
with was cultural identity,

The recital opened with
Plant singing the tune “Ride

which included readingsof
—_—the
s “African-American

On, King Jesus,” with

piano

Fragment” by Langston

a

then

H

er

aan and

and “African” by

yw

~~

'

,
‘7

ab

—
ee
ee ee
Phillip Humphreys, a social sciences graduate student, recites a poem at the BSU’s black male
poetry reading Thursday .

segued into poems evolving
around the anger of the black

Sister Souljah.
This was followed by

and dining residence director
for the Canyon Residence Hall,
said that black men are not
angry at society, but “angry at
the things that have caused

moving rendition of “Nobody _ rendition of “As Bald As She
May Be” by Jimmie Sherman.
Knows de Trouble Ive Seen.”
The program concluded
The last aspect of the
with Plant singing “Honor,
reading was love, which
Honor!”
included “We Are” and “An

man and his cry for equality.
Mathis, housing
Christopher

several views of —_
Plant’s
accompanied by

Ode to the Black Woman” by
Hines and a humorous

English professor claims
annual teaching award
By Bill McLellan

i)

or some teachers, being

ee

named HSU’s Outstand-

ing Professor might be a
— to solidify their meths into a tight routine and
rest on their laurels. For Karen
Carlton, recipient of the honor
for 1992, it seems to be a great
compliment of a work in

“he challenge is how to
live up

to, and grow

into the

hon: Unie ote oe,

’

—

SERPENT SOrEERPHOTO EDITOR

important, rather than re

Bustin’ moves

the campus from her

talent show. The competition was

freshman, lip
or publication,” Carlton | Dreama Cole, a business administration
search
syncs to a rap song during Thursday's BSU-sponsoredan
As Carlton looks out over
won by Marilyn Gee,
Founder’s Hall office she
appears to be in total harmony

with her job as an educator,

ee
someone who
says she
“backed into teach7
was looking fora way to
keep reading and get paid for
it,” she said. “It’s the best of all
possible jobs. It lets me keep
current with what's being
written and share it with other
le.”
Some of the people with

African-American studies senior, and Phillip Humphreys,
a social sciences graduate student. They lip synced to

songs by Sister Souljah and Ice Cube.
whom Carlton shares her love
of literature are her students.
She is preparing them to be
© English teachers.
e challenge of teaching
English in an era where video
have replaced reading
=
r many children must be
overcome by the next genera-

_tion of teachers.
“Many books published
today are very practical,”
Carlton said. “We used to read
for inspiration, for story and
_to be challenged intellectually,
emotionally and spiritually.
See Professor, page 15
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GREEN THUMB
THEATRE IN

GYD

avis

ESS

LAND OF
TRASH

Touring

Company

A futuristic sci-fi adventure for
children that takes an entertaining and educational approach to
environmental issues.
FREE TICKETS: Bring in 25
pounds of glass, newspaper or
aluminum cans to the Arcata
Community Recycling Center
(corner of 9th and N streets,

coutiene Pecitc

ED

Robert
Davidson
Dance

Arcata 822-4542)
and receive a FREE TICKET!*

Company

$8 General

Stunningly beautiful modern
dance performed on
the flying trapeze.
Captivating
and totally
unconventional.

America’s premier comedy
troupe introduces the
E nation’s hottest up and
coming comedians and actors
to audiences from coast to
coast.
$14 General
$10 Students & Seniors

A

BENEFIT FOR
CENTERARTS

An irresistible experience. This
classically based ensemble
returns with an all new elegant
and passionate program.
$14 All tickets

Program may contain adult
language and situations

$5 Children, Students & Seniors
*One per family, limited to first 50 participants

Parental discretion advised.

$10 General
$6 Students &
Seniors

Oregon Ballet

14
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Juju

MOUNTAIN
REGGAE IS BACK AT
THE DEPOT!

$7 HSU Students

Join San Diego's hottest reggae
band...

WITH SPECIAL GUEST
JON LUKAS

“The perfect rock dish for
the 90's” — Robert Hillburn,
LA Times

$10 General
Oe

$3 HSU Students / $5 General
The Depot, HSU

Kate Buchanan Room

2S)

S54

&

phish
"_..An eclectic mix of styles
served up with chops
galore..." — Musician
Magazine
$12 HSU Students

$15 General
East Gym, HSU

Eight piece all-woman
world beat band from Santa
Cruz. DANCE!
$7 HSU Students
$10 General
Kate Buchanan Room

Pele Juju

The Works
Arcata & Eureka
The New Outdoor Store
Arcata

University Ticket Office
Nelson Hall East, HSU

INFO CALL
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cael

Now we read to make more
money and to learn how to
adapt and adjust and to
succeed as entrepreneurs, not
as people progressing in selfknowledge. Most of what we
read is pretty superficial.”

Year: Senior
Disciplines: Jewelry, theater,

poetry

Hometown: Arcata

The teachers of tomorrow
will potentially be facing
classrooms influenced by an

Age: 22

- Why multiple disciplines?: “| was encouraged
when | was young to be creative ... to use words
and paint and dress up.”
- Her latest work: “American Scream,” a poem
which appeared in the first issue of Student Voices,
a new student forum.
. Influences: Jean Bazemore (HSU theater arts
professor), Michelle Shocked and N. Scott
Momaday.
On Momaday: “He writes about being a Native
American and exploring how his heritage fits in with
contemporary life.”

- Being a woman: “Our society has oppressed
women for thousands of years. | feel it, living in a
society in which some men feel it’s OK to rape a
woman, where women are viewed as weaker,
complacent.”
- Favorite food: Espresso almond cookies
- A song with meaning: “| like Arrested
Development's song about raising your children
right, mama. It helps me to be a kid.”
- First love: “There are some things in the past you
wish you'd never thought of. He sure cast a spell on

me, the peckerhead.”
— Reported by Katy Longshore

Sidelines Sports Bar
SP

on the plaza,
Arcata

[DENTISTRY |
Mark A Hise MS-DDS

Professor
© Continued from page 13

Name: Andrea Nicole Leberer
Major: Culturally Appropriate
Technology

want to know. There were
frequent kidnappings of blond
children. All my kids were
blond. It was a scary experience,” Carlton said.
In 1977 Carlton began her
work at HSU after moving to
= a “longing for country

Carlton then did something

increasingly violent world.
“I think you can deal with
the issue of violence in the
teaching of literature,” Carlton
said.
“It’s rare that you pick up a
book that doesn’t somehow

address the issue of violence

ar more frightening

than

enduring her time Z Bangkok.
She survived New York city as
a single mother of four while

earning her doctorate in

literature at

NYU. The summer

at NYU gave Carlton
an opportunity to study at

TW icinci nie

Oxford.

and if you constantly make an

effort to connect the text to the

major’s heaven,” Carlton said.

Anchor Steam
Steelhead Ale
Kamakazi

personal experiences, then

Writers ae

there’s an opportunity to
reduce the energy behind the
violence,” she said.
Carlton lived in the midst of
violence while teaching at the
International School in
Bangkok in the early 1970s
during the final years of the

years and has been involved

at HSU for two

with the Redwood Writing

Project, a forum for English

Peppermint Schnapps

$1.25 a Shot!

5

822-5105

Rat,

The

445-3930

Woman
§
Reader

&

Bookshop
‘

Celebrating
women
t Ar Oug h

:

music

March’s Art Show:

Vietnam War. Military jets

students. And if they can do

Mo goneiaThisa
Tt

that they build a trust with

Artist reception:

flew overhead, servicemen
crowded the streets of
Bangkok, rabid dogs roamed
the streets and murderers
could be hired for the price of a
carton of cigarettes.
“It was terrifying and exotic.
I learned many things I didn’t

their students,” Carlton said.

March Sth, 6:30 p.m.-8 p.m.

teachers to see and hear their

She suggests English
teachers ask students to “write

on you feel. Write what you
think. Write everything that
you have held ra beet
secret because you were afraid
to let it out.”

DANA LYONS &
LONE WOLF CIRCLES
Benefits Ozone Depletion/Shut Down Dupont Campaign

"A Turn of the Wrench" Album Release Tour
Info: 839-5847

=

a:

a
>

.
«

ARCATA

822-3450

an d

books

professors to aherge
thoughts on writing.
“I want to encourage English

Sponsored by HSU Earth First!

1.25

=

1225 B St.

She directed a Young

student, or to the student’s

Mar 6, 7:30 pm, $5-10, KB Rm, HSU

Bud & Henry's

oes

the Humboldt area because she

Special Guests: folk duet Francine & Nymiah
Folk/Rock Dance-and Primal Eco-Jam!

¢ HAPPY HOUR fea
{| M-TH 5-8P.M. /) |
Eri FRIDAY 4-8P.M.
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DeVito exhumes Hoffa, shrouds him in mystery
By Katy Longshore

ystery and confusion cloud the story
of Jimmy Hoffa. We
don’t know what happened to
him. We don’t know exactly
what he was capable of. We

Eureka, CA 95501

445°3155
OPEN SEVEN DAYS

“For Musicians...

By Musicians”

don’t know how — or if — he
died.
Confusion also clouds

Danny DeVito’s biographical
Nicholson
film, slaving Jack
as the famous Teamsters

Union boss. His life as a leader

_ long

and complicated; it
ly be completely

described on 2 1/2 hours of

film.

In the film, Hoffa's life is
divided into a series of

Film
Review
—

What: “Hoffa”

Starring: Danny DeVito.
Jack Nicholson
Director: Danny DeVito

chronological flashbacks.
Hoffa’s most loyal sidekick,
Bobby Ciaro (played by
DeVito), remembers the
evolution of the Teamsters as
he and Hoffa sit outside a
roadhouse in 1975, waiting to
make a deal with the Mafia.
DeVito uses simple, striking
images to make the transitions
between Ciaro’s life in 1975

and his memories. The transitions are quick and sharply
defined and lead easily into the

past.

The memory sequences
themselves are often vague
and difficult to follow. The
dates, causes and results of
many events aren’t clear and
neither are the motivations of
the characters within those
events.
Background information is
not provided and a person

who knows little about Hoffa’s
life to begin with will know
little more detail when the
movie is over. DeVito doesn’t
explain why the union strikes
‘a is brought to a
od
gressional hearing (or even
if it re
ifit
a co!
hearing).
Though the plotline is hazy,
DeVito’s camera work is not.
He is a master of asymmetrical
balance and juxtaposition of
bodies and objects within a
scene. Each shot is obviously
well-planned for detail, visual
clarity and dramatic effect.
Images remain burned into the
brain.
Nicholson climbs unnoticed

into the stocky, explosive
character of Jimmy Hoffa and
loses all trace of himself except
for the occasional devilishly
arched eyebrow or drawling
sneer.
He gives an admirable
ormance as a cunning
manipulator. He almost
convinces the viewer that
Hoffa wasn’t such a bad guy

after all.
DeVito’s performance as
Bobby Ciaro complements
Nicholson perfectly, proving
his skill as an actor.
Most of the other characters
in the film move in and out of

scenes too quickly to make an
impression. Viewers may
vor why certain characters
screen at all.
a
fact,+ the viewer is left
wondering about a lot.
DeVito’s suggestive end
leaves the question of Ho
to eee
disappearance open
lation. Hoffa’s life and business
left in the
dealings are a
dark that
the
in
dark, so much
one must go to an encyclopedia to get the historical facts
straight.

Perhaps DeVito assumed his
audience would know enough
about the Teamsters and
Jimmy Hoffa to carry them
dvough the half-explained
union strike and courtroom
scenes. Perhaps he didn’t
account for the members of his
audience who were toddlers
(and younger) when Hoffa
disappeared.
DeVito’s film is an honorable
to light the life
bring t
to mp
atte
of a dynamic and highly
at the
elusive man. He
brin
reality of the man
him back to life with his
as a scene director and the
talent of his actors.
The vague plot detracts from
the artistry of the film, but
doesn’t obscure it completely.

Sushi
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Elite e
the r
Whe

FRIDN? & SHTUORDE?

Open ‘til 2:00

Whether it’s cool and blue or red hot, jazz sounds

better on Digital Cable Radio. It's uninterrupted.
In flawless digital sound. Along with 17 other
music channels. Directly from their cable into your
sterco system. And it costs less than what you'd pay lor
asingle CD. Digit

CABLE

FROM MARCH oth

RADIO

YOUR CABLE ISN'T JUST FOR TELEVISION ANYMORE.

Free Digital
Cable Radio
Installation
IN

zs...

443-3127

Service
wired, servicable areas only with either Non Video
good in r
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ee
et

JAPAN ESE

RESTAU RANT

2120 4th st. Eureka,444-3318
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The scrummage
How rugby's biggest-and most complicated-puzzle fits together
The scrum

—@ The ancient question of what locks,

props and hookers have in common is
answered this week by The Lumberjack.
By Ray Larsen

hile the game of
rugby is not as

formally structured as football,
its close cousin, rugby has a finesse and elegance all its own.

What a

can ey seg a

tal idea is that the players cannot
pass the ball forward to their
teammates to move up field.
The ball must be moved backward to one of the backs whoare
ee
behind theeight-man
orward line.
The trick is that the forwards
cannot
use their hands to deliver
the ball. They must gain possession of the ball by either physi-

Ascrum puts the ball in
play. The ball is tossed into
a tunnel-like formation
formed by the forwards
from each
team. Players in
the center try to kick it to a
teammate.

cally mane the other team off

game where a maul can be an the ballor by kicking
it backimportant aspect ofplayandnot
ward to the oe
a y onbangared ee
It is the backs who advance

o

those unfamiliar with the

the ball up the field from the

higher aspects of the game, rug-

backfield where they may pass

structured free-for-allwith play-

series of laterals resulting in ac-

ina
by can easily seem like an uN-' the ball between themselves

Se

tacklingeach

ee
7
per a

tion that on any given day rivals
‘

“The ee of
UC
Berkeley

rules, padsor = What else can

the integrated

one say ofa

sense. ee

getdrawfor

gr verti

Sport where

e

swaiete
dom,” team

—thegame point

team

“mauicanbe

ng te focal
where
a great

captain and

an important

Juanes Canon

Ospect Of play, — winning falls on

forward
>

and

“Once the

of

out

hands

sponsibility of
the

plavyersin rugby,

but if everyone

the
into the

of

“There might
might
“There

EE

of the coach and

hands

tow kay salpaes.

not a

’
misdemeanor?

“ts
started gets

game

pretty mu

deal of the re-

isn’t

together,

working

totally

through the halfback, or scrumhalf, and out to the team.

onthe field. Thisis called a “try,”
and is worth five points.

the other team
by the scrum,

This is where the eight for-

after the ball has passed the back
foot of the “eight man,” or last
forward, or he touches it, that

tempta two-point conversion by
kicking at the goal from a direct
line from the the point where
they gotthe try. The closest relative to this would be the “free

against the other team’s forwards and try toget the ballout

take it away.
can try to
A team may score by crossing

A penalty call such asa high-_
tackle awards the victima three-

hands of the players. There’snO

one personcan’t carry the team,”

running plays in from the side-

Canon said.

lines.”

This is not to say that rugby

does not have rules and strate-

gies.

is

On the contrary, the

are

quite complex. Luckily

some basic concepts that can
make rugby more understandable to the neophyte fan.

The first and most fundamen-

Play

generally begins with a

shiag We Control of the ball

can be wrestled away from the
receiving team through a
“scrum” or “scrummage.”

wards lock arms and

face off

through theback of the scrum

As longas the ballis protected

cannot gain possession. It is only

from each team face off in two

opposing lines and the ball is

thrown between them.
the team
After play has started,
of the
use
the
h
throug
can attack
is
ruck
A
“ruck” or “mauls.”

where the ball is on the ground

See Rugby, page 18
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College and Chico State. inTheythe were
final
defeated by UC Berkeley

and the
strong
for
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her,” Wells said.

“She's still doing the same...she’s
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Women’s basketball

Rugby

822-8712
16th & G St. - ARCATA
445-3334
5th & V St. - EUREKA

REEBLErR
BESESERE
betHiLi]

=Sasat

SBSECESE

SESSER

‘Women’s besketbal Women’s besketbell

cebigtiates.
“We hit hard. Ifyou’ rerunaimed
is a player nde
with mo
full speed and (your opsion of the ball in the middle ning

Last week's reeulls

Eridey, Feb, 18

UC Davte
90, HOU 76
Chico 68, Sonome70
Stanislaus
75, SF State 47 SF State at Notre Dame, 5:30 p.m.
Stanislaus
at Hayward, 6 p.m.

soluabieveninng ict _

of the melee.
There are actually two different schools of rugby; the
familiar rugby union, and
rugby league which is becoming very popular in New
Zealand and Australia.
Rugby league) is a little
morelike football,” Canon
said. ‘les see
oxen
more of the
explosive kind of hits that you
see in football; that makes it a
draw for the crowds.”
While a few of fag so
in league wear pa
la
ersof rugby union play Frith.
tswi
out them.
“You have a little more regard for your body,” Canon
said, commenting on the lack
of protection.
“In rugby, it’s more a ques-

28
oh

tion of form,”
he said. “In football you have the helmet,
you
have the pads, sod ven Cink,
T’m invincible, I'm going to
take this guyout,’ which leads

and one or more players
group around the ball, closing it in. The idea of the ruck,
like in the scrum, is to gain
control by pushing the other
team off the ball.

BESREETA

© Continued
from page 17
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Nosthern California Athletic Conference

Seturdey,
Fab, 20

Senoma
73, HEY 72
Chico 102, UC Davis 78
Hayward
74, SF State 73 (ot)

Men’s basketball

can call for a one-minute
break for the player torecover.
The team may play a man
short until] the injured player
can recover.
Once substituted for, however, a player cannot return
to the field for the rest of the
game.
Canon said with the question of AIDS casting ashadow
on contact sports, there is a
new rule this year that Play.
ers must sit outtof the
they are bleeding saan

Northern California Athletic Conference

reterrsey

eeceegsee

RindetHi]
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sie see
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Conference

Ren’s basketball
Last week's results

Eriday, Feb, 18

UC Davis
62, HEU 58
Chico
68, Sonoma 73
Stanislaus
92, SF State 63 UC Davis at Sonoma, 7:46 p.m.
Hayward
72, Notre Dame 65 SF State et Notre Deme, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday,
Feb, 20
Stanisiaus
62, Notre Dame 80
HOU 64, Sonoma61
SF State 62, Hayward61
UC Davie 65, Chico 70

SUPER SALE

PREVIEW

Each year our SUPER SALE has gotten busier & busier - To provide better service to our customers, we
are starting the bike part of the SUPER SALE early - accessory sale dates are March 5, 6, &7.

ALL BIKES
1992

TREK,

UNIVEGA

S40 - $200

& GT

OFF!

ALL 1993 MTN. BIKES
530

‘200

Due to our buying
offering incredibly
bikes in the store.
limited to stock on
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_
‘
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&

ws

power we are
low prices on all
Shop early —
hand.

MOUNTAIN
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1992

JazzMTB
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TREK 7000

*279%
$339°°
*750°

$239°
*279°
*550°

GT OUTPOST
TREK 820
TREK 850/SHOCK
830

*339°
*379°
*579%
*439°

*299%
$349%
t4go*°
*399°
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Women's b-ball in
must-win for first

Athlete of the Week

First place — and theright to

Name: Rodney Dickerson
Major: Physical Education
Year: Senior

host the first round of the
tseason tournament — will
decided when the women’s

basketball team travels to take

on Chico Saturday.

Sport: Basketball

Humboldt, Chico and UC
Davis are tied for first heading

Age:21

into
test.
sult
cide

Hometown: Kansas City, Mo.

the final regular season conFor the Lumberjacks the reof the Chico game will dewhether the ‘Jacks place first

18 weitita
he did: Led HSU come
@ What
against Sonoma this Saturday. Scored 14 points in
the second half.
@ How he did It: “I've been concentrating on
offense, trying to make more of a contribution.”
@ Man of all seasons: Besides starting on the basketball team, Dickerson was chosen to the first team
all-conference for football and was a track and
field al-American for HSU last year.
indianapolis: “It wentall
combines inonal
@ Professi
right. It was kinda boring sitting around. It was
probably exciting for some, but it was a meat

in the NCAC.

If HSU wins

it will daim first

place, edging UC Davis by virtue of the tie-breaking formula.
If Humboldt loses and Davis
wins, the
es can earn the

home playoff advantage. If both
HSU and Davis lose, a coin flip
will decide the second and third

seed in the playoffs.

Softball to play
three road games

market.”

@ Combines, part two: “You'd hear your name
called and then you'd hear all these papers rustle. |
wish they would have shown us Indianapolis, but we

The HSU softball
team is looking to remain undefeated as it
starts a three-game road trip
against Stanislaus today.
“Everybody is looking good,”
said
rightfielder
Anetra
Torres.’We' re getting a lot of the
hits from people who are coming through when we need
them.”
The 5-0 Lumberjacks will also
face Hayward
Thursday and
Menlo College Friday.

were there on business, so that’s what we got.”
: “Not much has changed.
@ Pro football
Lately I’ve talked to Cincinnati, the Jets, the Cardinals and the Falcons.”
@ Goals: “My number one priority is to finish school,
but It’s always been a dream to play pro sports. If it

WEDNESDAY
¢Drop-in Basketballe
7-9p.m. East Gym
¢Drop-in Volleyball
7-9p.m. West Gym
eDrop-in Kayakinge
7:30-9:30p.m. HSU Pool

into physical education and become a coach.”

— Reportedby Russ Williams

STUDENTS:
10% OFF |
ALL IMPORT
PARTS
@x
special

sale and
order items

(707) 444-9671

3RD & C STREETS, EUREKA

parts for your Ford,
~<a
“In ‘addition
"Chevy or Dodge... we have a full range of
parts inventor for your
¢ NISSAN - *TOYOTA «MAZDA
ON ¢ DAIHATSU “BMW
+ ° VOLKSWAG
» JAGUAR

=

Drop-In Recreation Hours:

doesn’t work out with the pros, I’d like to get back

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!
e VISA
e MASTERCARD
e DISCOVER

e

&

P=

FRIDAY

S

eWeight Rooms
10-12 noon, 2-4p.m.

i
ae

10-12 noon. East Gym

5
ac

SUNDAY
eDrop-in Basketballe _
11-2p.m. East Gym
¢Drop-in Volleyball
12-1:45p.m. West Gym
¢Drop-in Badmintone
2-4p.m. East Gym

Upcoming Tournaments:
Wrestling Tournament
February 27-28
8 weight Divisions (126-200+ Ibs.)

Sign-up deadline Feb. 24, 5:00p.m.
“March Madness’’
(5 on 5) Basketball

_ For the best selection of domestic and
import parts, see us at...

&

- Arcata Auto:
-Arcata822-2911
LLL8 Ga ~ Street

Arcata Paint
rcatae22-1 B20
Sth & i Streets

Sequoia Auto
" -McKinteyvilie839-1574
2023

ee

Central

ee

Ave

i

a

¢Drop-in Badmintone

e And more!

or

19
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_,__The Lamberjeck

Tournament

has been changed to March 19& 20
Innertube Water Polo

Tournament
March 20 & 21

Cost:

$10 Student Team ¢ $15

Community Team.

King of Sports

_

_
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Women deserve
20

ed
roduce
tl
wasint
IX Ti
In1972

eia’s
rforn
in Cali
su
lity
n
toeequa
public education system.

In 1976 the California Educa-

tion Code was amended, due to
by most
non-compliance
schools, to require that progress

be made toward eliminating in-

equity between womenand men
in intercollegiate sports.
Women at HSU do not have
the same number of opportuniplay intercollegiate sports
- titoes
as men. There are more positions to be filled in the men’s
athletic programs than women’s
due to one factor: the football
team. There is no women’s program that can compete with its
size.
Cutting football, however, is
unrealistic.

Half of football’s revenue is
used to pay officials and other

contest-related costs for other
sports, because IRAor state
pay such
to be
ot
used
funds cann
expenses. Football helps all

sports.

HSU’s Athletic Director Chuck
Lindemenn proposed adding a
women’s soccer team to the athletic department. He is confident the team can be supported
within the athletic department's
will beno
e e
therc
so r
o,u
resbase

additional cost to students.

The Lumberjack supports this
approach asanenlightened way
of approaching equity between

the genders without hurting the
men’s athletic program.

The spirit of Title IX is to raise
women to an equal level, not to
drag men’s programs to a lower
level.

Women make up 54 percent of
the 347,000 students in the CSU
system, yet only account for

about 30 percent of student-athletes

It’s time the system realized
that women deserve equal treat-

ment. Athletics are no exception.
It has been 21 years since Congress passed Title IX. The fact
that inequality still persists is
unacceptable.

Letters to the editor
Not all white folks

How wonderful it must be for The Lumberjack to have so psychic a reviewer on
its staff as Julie Yamorsky: “All of the
white folks in the audience” were offended and alienated by Charlie Hill’s
performance at Van Duzer?
How marvelous that she was able to
n’s mind in the
read every “white”
come to her
didn’t
she
audience. I know
all the
ng
conclusion by interviewi
caucasians present because she never interviewed me, and I was there. I’m as
white as white bread.

The only rub, alas, is that she must have

forgotten to clear her channeling crystal
before the show because she blew the
call. I for one laughed so hard that tears
rolled down my face; so did my wife, for
.
_ that matter, and our daughter.
has a
Could it be thatMs. Yamorsky
of 500
reality
the
g
ledgin
acknow
em
probl
occupa
y
militar
and
de
years of genoci

tion of this land by white people?
Perhaps she would have enjoyed the
show more if Charlie had been an uncle
“Tom-Tom,” and spent the evening kissing all the white asses in the room.
David Kaftal
senior, special major

Cultural barriers
After reading

on Charlie

rrust be 200 words or less. Letters and g<uset columns

rust inchade @re writer's name, ety, phone mumber,

trom a seudent. They
and major and your In echool
are subject to editing for grammer, style, content and

Hil ’s performance it is clear

that Julie fails to understand that Hill isa

Anthony Dillard
vice-president, American Indian
Alliance

Proverbial mirror

I am writing in response to Julie
Yamorsky’s article entitled, “Comic’s attempt at cultural comedy backfires.”

lagree with Ms. Yamorsky’s first comtenment is i
ment that a little

comedian who bases his comedy on
down cultural barriers to help

with a little humor. But the rest of the
article misses the mark.

between races, and that his act confronts
and
popular and ignorant s
t
respec
’s
people
that divide
oe
one another’s culture.

y to Ms. Yamorsky’s
contrarce
who,en
audi
and humored
tened
enligh
beliefs, was
Charlie Hill’s comic approach.
In fact, what I witnessed was a welldeserved healing of cultural misconceptions and genocidal wounds, which our
Western culture continues to inflict upon
les of different colors, cultures and

the process of cultural understanding

here that Julie has not been
Itis obvious

so much offended by Hill’s jokes but
instead turned off by her own e
tions of what comedy should be. It was
stated in the Center Arts paper that Hill
ve,” and it is
“shares a unique
to reach the
uses
he
that
ive
this
ge
oe
messa
and get his
—

try to

rrust be typed and lese than 600 words.
Letters to the Editor can be maited or delivered to
Nelson Hall East 6, HSU, Arceta, Calf.

Julie Yamorsky’s article

this belief that does not allow for anything but that.

le to

a sto

they’ve rohan Shane before. I find that
when people are laughing then we’re
connecting,” Hill said.
Again, I feel that she was not so much
turned off by Hill’s jokes but instead by
pad reality of where his material came
m.
Her beliefs about what comedy is has
been shaped by the attitudes io values
of the Anglo American culture, and it is

I was one of those white folks in the

spiritual beliefs.

I for one found Charlie Hill to be a
master of Coyote antics, enabling everyone present to reflect on the past, present
and future of human survival and interracial relations.
This sort of humor may be hard to
swallow at times but it is high time Western white folks took a good look in the
proverbial mirror.
Charlie Hill held up that mirror with
humor and insight. Our job is to see our
face reflected there.
Jana Rivers

lecturer, English

_“Punkers” trash deli

ia eae ate

On Feb. 13a band by the name of “Jolly

room an
destro
and
Deli.
can
, The Ameri
way of my
When some groupies, including a girlfriend of one or perhaps all of the band
members were asked to leave the back
hallway areas (it is supposed to be a fire
oe and not a hangout), they retali-

ated y bringing i
ee

of trash and bins

es into the deli and dump-

ins

out on the floor which had

and

ring leader of the group, screafhed,

a mosh pit for these pimply-faced,
become
rs.”
white trash, so-called “
band to
the
asked
My husband Doug
— playing. John Fargo, band member
“Fuck you!” into the microphone and
continued to play.
to omomree but
He was asked

only incited a riot.

pul ed

the power

the police.
on the band and
out the back
cowards
like
The band ran
behind
tion
door, leaving a trailof destruc
them on their way out. They had just
time to smash a $400 barbeque,
enough
pull down an entire shelf of paper products to the ground and trash the inside of
our office before the cops arrived.
and I are hard-working and openple. All we've done is promind

for local bands to play their
vided a place
We've created
music and get ex
an atmosphere that families and college

See Letters, page 21
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Dreams deferred

What happens to some peoples’ hopes?
are truly free and all receive justice.

By Nathan Smith

GUEST COLUMNIST

alifornia
States

and

the

are

United
moving

through perilous times.
We are beset by economic , social, gender, ethnic and racial problems, as well as

concerns surrounding sexual preference.
All too often we seek to assuage our
feelings of guilt by celebrating Brotherhood weeks, Women’s History months,
Black History months and the like.
After our celebration and sharing of
food, clothing, art, music, dance and the
like, we usually return to business as
usual. That must change.
The United States is fortunate, I believe, in that nearly every kind of person
in the world resides in it. That fact provides us with the unique opportunity to
show the world that diverse peoples can
live together in harmony despite their
differences.
Our Pledge of Allegiance includes the
words “liberty and justice for all.” We
must work to ensure that all Americans

Letters:
Continued from page 20

cal Services.

Peer counseling
Compliments to The Lumberjack for its article titled “Experts
see increase in hard drinkers.” A
critical issue was raised about
how alcohol relates to dangerous behaviors like drinking and
driving, violence, unprotected
sex and date rape. David
McMurray, director of HSU’s
Services is a valua
our campus.
to
able resource
Unfortunately, the article
omitted reference to the drastic
funding cuts Psychological Services has recently received. One
thousand students utilized the
center for individual and smalleecemmaneete
academic
year.
Now the el existence of
ll
isentire
ica
Services
Psycholog
uncertain unless students speak
out. Currently a group of stubanded together, formhasts
den
ing the Peer Resource Center.
The PRC offers students a multion
tude of free services focusing
IDS
HIV/A
peer counseling,
education, substance abuse resources and rape prevention
education.
The PRC, however, is no substitution for the quality professional services offered by the
counseling center. Students need
to understand the devastating
loss of services that further bud-

ae

oductof New York’s
Claude Brown,a
iscovered that some
meanest streets,

get cuts will cause.

students alike enjoy.
I'm hoping that
le who
know of thisband deb persuade
them to take responsibility for
what as
done and reimburse us for the damages.
I’malso hoping that witnesses
will come forward so these criminals will be prosecuted to the
fullest extent of the law.
Carla Blair
owner/manager, The
American Deli

~ eee

Most
le came to the United States
in search of a dream.
Many have found their dream while
others have not. For those who have not
realized their dreams or whose dreams
have been deferred, the poet Langston
Hughes asks: “What happens to a dream
deferred? Does it dry up like a raisin in
the sun? Or fester like a sore — and then
run? Does it stink like rotten meat? Or
crust and sugar over like a syrupy sweet?
Maybe it just sags like a heavy load. Or
does it explode?”
The American Dream of love, joy,
,
harmony and equality has been acheied
too long, and every now and then it explodes, as it did in Los Angeles following
the acquittal of the policemen in the
Rodney King case.
Many young people no longer hope or
dream, and their actions reflect that in
their use and misuse of drugs and alcohol
as well as their apparent lack of concern
for others.

pee

ee

First our Health Center was
threatened. Nowit’s PsychologiAs students, we

must voice our priorities for the
future, or else they will be decided for us once again.
Shellye Howard
PRC coordinator

Wrong facts
Please recheck your dates in

the article about Paul DeMark.

HSU wasno longer Humboldt

State College by 1981.
As a 1973 graduate, I was one

of probably fewer than 1,000 students to receive a degree from

California State University at
Humboldt.
This name was short-lived and
corrected from the geographical

misnomer to HSU by the end of

1973. The title HSC was retired

early in 1973.

Deborah Martinez
Eureka
The Lumberjack regrets the error

Just a lonely fella

John Coxford’s “Lonely fella”
on Feb 17 is the prime example
of today’s single man. I will fulfill my womanly duty by reading into his “Valentine's Day
plight.”
ow did I end up sitting in
my truck?”
e Mr. Fella is confused (How

did I?).
e Mr. Fella takes no
bility for his dilemma
e Mr. Fella has no
and does not take the

responsi(end up).
ambition
initiative,

(sitting).

e Mr. Fella must disguise himself with cars, sports, clothes,
music, booze, etc. (in my truck).

He cannot take off his mask and
ss as
as well
brandish his weakne
his strengths.
his one
e om ee
tty gir
“pre
ra
ter loo:
Orth a block of cheese.” I will
disregard the degrading empha-

young men will do nearly anything for
three meals and a warm bed. When he
observed that mugging might get them
killed, the response was, “Well, then my
troubles will be over.”
As I pondered that conversation and
the state to which such people have descended, the thought occurred to me that
these young people may be the 20th
century’s version of Millet’s painting,
“The man with the hoe.” About him the
poet Edward Markham wrote in part,

“Bowed by the weight of centuries he

leans upon his hoe and gazes on the
und. The emptiness of ages in his face,
and on his back the burdens of the world.
“Who made him dead to rapture and
despair, a thing that grieves not and that
never hopes, stolid and stunned, abrother

to the ox?
“There is no shape more terrible than
this — more tongued with censure of the
world’s blind greed.
“Through this dread shape humanity
betrayed, plundered profaned and disinherited, cries protest to the judges of the
world, a protest that is also prophecy.”

sis on the word “pretty.” If Mr.
Fella is really looking for love,
he will get rid of hischeese grater
hang up, get off his rear end and
get out of his truck.
He will call every single female friend he has until one accepts his offer of a bagel and a
stroll through the dunes. Sowhat
if they don’t kiss or tumble under the covers?
Chancesare that Mr. Fella will
get a smile, a hug and a thank
you. Friendships are the precur-

sors to love.
Kendall Rae Ramirez
senior, environmental biology

Alcohol glamorized
In the four years I’ve attended
HSU, I’ve had other students
vomit on my shoes, my lawn

littered with smelly beer cans
and been sexually harassed by
drunk men who are usually on
their fifth beer in two hours.
Also, a former roommate had
her thigh torn open from riding
ina truck on Clam Beach (where
t drunk fests are held)

when it flipped over. Of course,
there was a drunk student at the
wheel. The irony is that I am

almost a teetotaler, myself. Yet,
I’ve had to be subjected to these
unpleasantries (to say the least)

throughout my college social life
whenever I'd like tomeet people
at a party.
The Lumberjack (Feb. 17) said

drinking is considered a way of
socializing in college and it is a
wi ys that’s getting out of
id. Oh, please!
Why does this problem continue to plague us? Simple, it’s
is glamorized
because drinking
Lumberjack
in the media
continually sells ads to bars and
beer companies) and a lot of students don’t realize who they are
offending and harming when
they down another one.
Chantal Fairon
senior, journalism

We stand indicted by the homeless,
hungry, hopeless people of America.
The primary means of developing the
hope that could help these deprived
ple achieve their dream is education.

y recognizing and respecting the contri-

butions and the intrinsic worth of all humankind in every possible discipline, we
can make one of our most important contributions to the welfare of all.
We can do this best through a faculty

that takes the time to educate itself about
the diverse peoples of America.
Without the kind of education that
teaches us to respect all peoples and treat
them as they themselves would like to be
treated, we are doomed to repeat the kind
of cataclysm the Los Angeles riots represented.

By sincerely endeavoring to keep the
dream alive for those most in need, we
ensure that it will live for all of us.
Smith is an HSU

associate professor and

chair of the ethnic studies department.

The Lumberjack recommends Mike
Thompson for state senator.
An advocate for accessible
health care for Californians,
Thompson has written legis-

lation requiring health care
policies in the state to include
preventive care coverage for
children. The Democrat supports improving education,

sustaining natural resources

and protecting the environment.
He supports lowering the
state deficit by limiting the

salaries of commissioners. He
is also pro-choice.

Extremists hurt cause
Dora Grossmans’ re-

the delusional tendency they
suffer from.
Matrisonand Grossman obviously view these events
through a clouded lens of po-

cent contributions to

litical/sexual ideology that

By Chris Gardner
ST COLUMNIS

udrey Matrison and

The Lumberjack might as well
have been captioned “Women

good, men ort
The line
between sympathy

and lunacy is by no oes fn,

yet these extreme, radical fringe

women have managed to bash

through it with their desultory
rhetoric.
They have to realize that by
one to the completely disited gang-rape myth they
are doing the self-styled “victim,” all legitimate rape victims
and women in general a grave
disservice.
The person whoinitiated this
sorry episode needs serious attention, understanding and
p dag si

Further, servicing

e fictional story, since disavowed even by her, keeps her
down in whatever Lasagne tan
cal pit led her to invent itin
first place.
This is exactly like telling a
paranoid schizophrenic that
yes, the CIA does have a transmitter implanted in his or her
head, instead of dealing with

prevents them from seeing the
real

problem. Their rigid, in-

flexible political agenda will
not tolerate the manifest reality so readily apparent — that
this particular case is one of
psychological

disturbance

and not physical assault.
It must be especially galling
for the people in UPD and
other campus agencies who

poured their sweat and soul

into apprehending nonexistentrapists, and are now bein
slammed as insensitive, ineffectual and sexist.
Yes, there are real rapists
and rape victims. Yes, our society is obscenely and unfairly
male-dominated. Women are
exploited mercilessly for profit
and pleasure and it sucks.
But we'll never make any

progress until we can sort
things out rationally. These
two women and their dumbbell blind mili
are part of
the problem, not the solution.
Gardneris an Arcata resident.
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AUTOMOTIVES

SERVICES

OPPORTUNITIES

69’ VW BUS, EXCELLENT CONDITION. 27,000 miles on rebuilt
engine. Well-maintained, $2,000
firm. Great camper. 677-1657.

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS!
Learn the basics, or add to your
bag of tricks... $10/lesson... up to
two hours/lesson... flexible

CRUISESHIP/RESORTS/
ALASKAjobs! $1200-$5000 MO!
Guide, CasSummer! Career!
sette, Newsservice! 916-922-2221

FOR SALE

schedulings... call 826-7407 for
appointment with Deron Gant. 37

Ext. 22.

SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS

Most positions filled by Feb. Gain

MOUNTAIN BIKE FOR SALE.
Moongoose ATB with Deore DX/
XT components. Ritchey Vantage

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING
TRANSCRIBING NEEDS call
443-6128 and ask for Mearl.

$425 firm. Call 826-1990.

COMPUTER SET-UPMHELP for
IBM & compatibles. |can help you
upgrade, trouble-shoot orjusttutor
(most popular programs). If! can't
help, you don’t pay! Chad 83943
5397.

versity Painting Pros”

REASONQUALITY TYPING,
Terry McBride
ABLE RATES.
Typing: 442-6511. Pick-up and
delivery available.

the best summer of your life working in the outdoors teaching: riding,
swimming, crafts and many other
Contact
activities wih children.

Expert rims. Control stix bar ends.

BAND MEMBERS SEEK HELP:

Band
Surely you are blessed.
names for sale. Call Jeremy at

826-2460.

WANTED
WORKING CARPENTER/10 YR.
OLD SON NEEDS space for small
trailer near Arcata. Willing to pay
rent/do small jobs. Call 441-1480
or 826-2624 evenings.

CASH

PAID

FOR

OLD

YOUR

LEVI'S! Up to $10 for 501’s &
517’s, any condition. Larry's Market parking lot Friday & Saurday
10-5p.m.

CONGA

Arts, Riding,

Sports... INTER-

VIEWS FRIDAY, FEB 25. Contact Career Development Center.

2/24

CLASSIFIED ADS

can be

placed at the University
Ticket Office, Nelson Hall

East, by 4p.m. Fridays. Just
$5/25 words, with a SPECIAL STUDENT RATE of
$2/25 words.

5/12

CLASSES!

Beginning March 9, $10/class, 4

Taught by Andrew
Tuesdays.
of “Final Chants”
creator
,
Christian
2970 Mack
Drums.
Wooden Hand
0. Bring
822-848
Road, Arcata.
your own drum!

CLUBS
SUMMER JOBS, SAN JUAN
Four Winds
ISLANDS, WA.
Westward Ho Camp. Support
jobs or teach sailing, canoeing,

DRUM

&

& ORGANIZATIONS

EXPLORE YOUR SPIRITUALITY
IN NEW AND ANCIENT WAYS.
The Pagan Action Network is now
at anew time. For more informa-

tion, call Gregg at 826-1128,

CALLING ALL GREENS: Regional meeting of the Emerald

Green Party Saturday, Feb. 27, 14p.m., South Lounge, Univ. Center (HSU). Potluck lunch at noon.

Find out what’s going on with

Greens from Napa to Del Norte,
and help decide future directions

for the Party.

If you're registered

Green, then you are the Green
Party. Call 445-2577 for info.

(ore CH CHUAN

val. exp. managing 6-8 employ-

ees, customers andsuppliers. Avg.
earnings $6-16,000+. Call “Uni-

for info/

appl. 1-800-525-5877.

HOW ABOUT SUMMER CAMP?
Camp Counselors USA works with
over 600 summer camps

USA, Europe and Russia.

in the

Have

Camp Counselors USA, 420 Florence St., Palo Alto, CA 94301
Phone: 800-999-2267.

JOBS:
SUMMER
ALASKA
Spend the summer at Denali National Park. 300+ jobs in all asInterpects of hotel operation.
views 2/26 at Career Center,
Nelson Hall.

EARN UP TO $10/HR. Are you
looking for great hours? Great
$$$? And a great experience?

Don't look any further. Market for
CALL
Fortune 500 companies!

NOW (800)-950-1037, Ext. 17.

tificate required. For International
Employment program, call the International Employment Group:
(206)632-1146 Ext. J6047.

PERSONALS
BICYCLE TOURING THROUGH
CENTRAL EUROPE!!! A slide
show and information meeting on

the Center Activities bicycle tour
scheduled for this summer. Eat
(whoops..bicycle) your way
through the beauty of the European countryside while visiting

Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg
and Germany. Come to the U.C.
South Lounge THURSDAY, FEB.
25 AT 7 P.M. to learn more about

this 3-week adventure. Call 8263357 for more information.

UPCOMING CENTER ACTIVITIES CLASSES INCLUDE: Beginning Vegetable Gardening
Feb. 24-Mar. 31, Wed., 7-9 p.m.;
Barefoot Shiatsu Feb. 25, Thurs.,
6:30-9:30 p.m.; Herb Craft: Basic
Products Feb. 25-Apr, 1, Thurs.

7-9 p.m.; Maskmaking Feb. 23Mar. 30, Tues. 6:30-8:30 p.m.;

Home Brewing: Learn to Make
Your Own Beer Mar. 3-Mar. 24,

Wed. 7-9 p.m.; Vegan Cooking

and and Nutrition Mar. 4-Apr. 1,
Thurs. 5-6- p.m.; Intro to Conga
African
and
Drumming
ng
mor
Drummi
yth
Conga
yrh
Pol

lobby. Hardcover, $1; paperbacks,

plus specially

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT- Make money teaching ba-

sic conversational English abroad.

Japan and Taiwan. Make $2,000$4,000+ per month. Many provide
room & board + other benefits! No

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your
sorority. team. club,
pitches in just one
and per group can

frat.
etc.
hour
raise

2001.

FOR RENT
WHY RENT when you might be
able to own a 3 bdrm, 2.5 bath
townhouse in Arcata. This is a

great opportunity to have your liv-

ing expenses covered by room-

mates. With normal down, payments are less than prevailing

rents. Worth exploring the possibilities! PRO-PACIFIC REALTY
826-7103.

LUMBERJACK
ADS
WORK
INA

BIG
WAY!
Tuesday Evening
Report
Every Tuesday at 7 p.m.
on Educational Access
Cable 31

$1.000 in just a few days!

Plus a chance to earn

$1,000 for yourself!
No cost.

No obligation.

1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

Do it yourselfers:

TWO ARCATA CLASSES

info or to book a jump, call 826-

Tues. evenings. Call 826-3357 for
more information.

previous training or teaching cer-

The Chinese art of slow mation exercise aod meditation!

HAVE YOU JUMPED? Freefall
Bungee guides trips by appointment. Gravity, smiles and reasonable rates guaranteed! For more

Groove Class, Mar. 16-May 4,

HSU LIBRARY BOOKSALE.
ONE DAY ONLY! Wed., Feb. 24,
7:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., Library
50¢; maps, 25¢,
priced books!

THRILLS

“Live Call-in phe

Tuesday Evening Report
is anews and
discussion program
with live viewer cal-in.
Produced by HSU
journalism students.

Ottice Phone: 826-5567

rs 7:00 - 8:00 pm , Advanced 8:00 - 9:30

nO,

e
Avceb
Looer Boyles
Mm &qm Enjoy
jaan oo.
|
2|
March
begin
classes
ods:
etwo
en
for
$40
the Far Side!
ey 826-2330 or 926-3605
mest
=

Safety

STALAALS Sos cece As AL EATA TILE ALA

ARCATA

Solid Rock

(college) Fellowship

oo on thuecene

P

in

«

i] ——

Institute is
cated

CPR Classes available
NOW!

EEL RE

Evening
Praise Service 6 pm

Trai

if;

to

aid and
firstng
chi
teabasic
all the types of CPR.

1700 UNION STREET « ARCATA, CALIFORNIA » 822-0367
WaT

f

a company

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
O F

a

“Wet tid, ya baal me — and now Overy perk pes
8 gatidin end Wyin' te mane o neme ter iment! wa
eamne leokin’ ber youl... Werssee 05 hell, lid.”

513 J St. ¢ 822-3770

CALENDAR
Wednesday24
Music
e Kala Kenyatte hosts the

Blues Jam, 9:30 p.m. at

Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
e The Humboldt Folklife
Society presents music by
. 9 p.m. at Casa

Ferndale,725-2378 for
information.

, Music
e Reggae band Wind Cave

with Graffiti, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
¢ Kahish with Kevin

Walsh, 6-9 p.m. at
Ottavio’s, 686 F St., Arcata,

de Qué Pasa, 839-4238 for
information.

822-4021 for information.

Ct Cetera

e BSU hosts a Night of
Fashion and Song, 6:30

e In honor of Black History
Month, BSU presents
Traditional West African
Dance: An Anthology of
Black Rhythms, 7 p.m. in
the Green and Gold Room
in Founders Hall, 822-0355
for information.
e The HSU Women's Center
holds an Open House, 4

p.m. in House 55 (next to
the Library basement), 8264216 for information.
e The HSU Library holds a
book sale, 7:30 a.m.-7:30

p.m. in the Nordstrom Main
Room (lobby), 826-3416 for
information.

et Cetera
p.m. in Founders Hall 118,
822-0355 for information.
¢ The Gay Lesbian Bisexual
Student Association hosts a

822-4021 for information.

Saturday 27
Opera, presented by the
p.m. in SCIB 135, 826-4216
for information.

e BSU hosts Girlfriend: A

¢ The HSU Women’s Center

Fulkerson Recital Hall, 822-

presents the first half of
Two in Twenty: A Lesbian
Soap Opera, 7 p.m. in SCIB
135, 826-4216 for informa-

0355 for information.

e The Humboldt Light Opera
Company presents Fiddler
on the Roof through
Saturday, March 5, 8 p.m.
in the Fulkerson Recital
Hall, 826-3928 for information.

Music

p.m. at 447 Main St.,

e HSU students Shara

Theater

Theatre presents (for
children) Foolish Ivan and
His Little Humpbacked
Horse, a traditional Russian fairy tale, through
Feb. 28, 822-0828 for _
information.

Theatre presents Dark
Horse through Sat. 5, 8:15

at the North Coast Inn,
822-4861 for information.
e Country music with Bill

One Act Play, 8 p.m. in the

Theater

e The Ferndale Repertory

et Cetera

HSU Women's Center, 7

tion in Sat. 27 listings.

¢ Small Fish, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.

woman band, 9 p.m. in the
Kate Buchanan Room, 826-

¢ The Roadmasters, 9 p.m.

e Part two of Two in
Twenty: A Lesbian Soap

e The Pacific Art Center

Music

3928 for information.

7-9 p.m. at the Women's
Center (House 55), 8261128 for information.

Thursday25

tion.

¢ Stone Crazy, 9:30 p.m. at
the Humboldt Brewery,
826-2739 for information.

Theater

tion; second-half informa-

9 p.m. at the North Coast
Inn, 822-4861 for informa-

Theatre presents a matinee
of Dark Horse, 2:15 p.m.,
725-2378 for information.

e Center Arts presents Pele
jaju, an eight-piece all-

Kern, 6-9 p.m. at Ottavio's,

Music
e The Celibates, 9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
¢ DJs MOO and EFX at
Club West, doors open at 9
p.m., 444-2582 for information.
e After Hours at Club West
for 18 and over, 2-5 a.m.,

444-2582 for information.
e The Roadmasters, 9 p.m.
at the Country Club, 4424236 for information.

e Sufferin’ Succatash, 9:30
p.m.at the Humboldt
Brewery,826-2739 for
information.
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¢ Dave Trabue & Roundup,

¢ DJ MOO at Club
West,doors open at 9 p.m.,
444-2582 for information.
¢ Country Fever, 9 p.m. at
the Country Club, 4424236 for information.

night of Poetry and Prose,

Friday 26

scamnrancm

Briggs and Noah Bell
exhibit their art work
through March 11 in the
Karshner Lounge: a reception for the artists will be
held 3:30-6 p.m., 826-4149
for information.
e Humboldt State Greens
hosts a potluck at noon and
an open meeting, 1—4 p.m.
in the University Center's
South Lounge, 445-2577 for
information.
e The Friends of the Dunes

Preserve present docentlead walks, 10 a.m. at the
Manila Beach and Dunes
Access Area, 822-4360 for
information.
e Local Yurok basketmaker

Vera Ryerson will teach a

pineneedle basket making
class 9 a.m.-4 p.m. at the
Clarke Memorial Museum,
240 E St., Eureka, 4431947 for information.

Sunday 28
Theater
e Center Arts presents
Green Thumb Theatre's.

Land of Trash, 7 p.m. in
the Van Duzer Theatre,
826-3928 for information.

e The Ferndale Repertory

e Jamie

(Byrd),

John

(Lukas) & Jambey perform
for Acoustic Talent Night,
9:30 p.m. at Jambalaya,
822-4766 for information.

Monday 1
Music
e Monday night is Jazz
music, 9:30 p.m. at

Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.

et Cetera
e Two classes in Tai Chi

Chaun begin: beginners 7-8
p.m., advanced 8-9:30 p.m. at
the Old Creamery Dancenter,
1251 Ninth St.,Arcata, 8262330 for information.

Tuesday2
et Cetera
¢ Open-mike night, sign up
to read poetry or prose, 8
p.m. at Jambalaya, 8262396 for information.
e The Career Development
Center presents a workshop
on resumé writing techniques, 4 p.m. in Nelson
Hall West 232, 826-3341 for

information.

e The Librarywill conduct a
series of open Strategic
Planning Panel Discussions with vice-presidents,
deans, and computing staff
regarding the HSU's direction and the role of the
Library. First discussion is
2 p.m. in Kate Buchanan Rm.

Kinko's...the L\
place
to copy
We can't keep a secret. It
seems as if everyone knows
that Kinko's is the place to
find a lot more than just
great copies... it's the place
to discover a full range of
the services you need most.
Computer services

Volume discounts

-Gourmet Italian Dinners
Pizza - Pasta
World Famous Spinach Pies
Homemade Soups & Salads
Vegetarian Specialities
Espresso — Cafe Mochas

“Great food and lots of it!”
216 E Street
Old Town, Eureka
445-0100
Humboldt’s First
Smoke-Free Restaurant
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822-7602

DOUBLE
7 ai
1 Extra Large Pizza of your choice.

veea

P

i.

4 “All You Can Eat” Salads.

°

1/2 price!

VALUE TO $28.00

Michelanyelo

Michelanjelo s B wichelanic
In House Only.

Size

Get repeat for

ONLY $22.00

822-7602

°

1-Topping Pizza

1 Pitcher of Soft Drinks.
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6th & H « Arcata

822-7602
‘o Go orders

tee per box.

Expires 3/24/93

Expires 3/24/93

ERS « FROG POND
NEWSPAPL
MAGS, ONA
LIVE FOLK MUSIC ° TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS e INTERNATI

COFFEEHOUSE
e CAPPUCINO
e PASTRIES

| (I!

e FIREPLACE
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INCLUDING HOLIDAYS — ACY

TO 11PM
NOONAY:
SUNDAY - THURSD
FRIDAY & SATURDAY:
NOON TO | AM
— Gift Certificates Available —

CORNER 5TH & J STREETS, ARCATA

CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

